BEHIND OUR MINDS

WHAT IT’S LIKE TO
EXPERIENCE PSYCHOSIS
A perspective from teens & 20-somethings
who’ve been there (and back)

Imagine this: the world around you suddenly becomes a dangerous,
unfamiliar place. Your friends are plotting against you, your mind is playing
tricks on you, and you can’t seem to think straight. It’s as if you can’t wake
up from a nightmare.
This is what it can feel like to experience psychosis,
a condition that causes disruption in parts of the
brain responsible for processing information and
emotions.

KNOW THE SIGNS
TROUBLING BELIEFS
•

People are against me or want
to hurt me
Others can read my mind
I have special powers or abilities

teens and young adults, these types of experiences
can be the start to a more serious condition.

•
•

How and why psychosis develops is not yet fully
understood, but it’s thought to be triggered by a mix
of family history (genetics) and life stressors during
critical stages of brain development.

PERCEPTION PROBLEMS
•
•

Increased sensitivity to sights or sounds
Hearing, seeing, feeling or tasting
things that others don’t

Three things we know for sure about psychosis:
1. It doesn’t mean ‘crazy.’
Here’s what’s crazy: not getting live-saving help
because we’re made to feel ashamed.
2. We’re not alone.
100,000 young people experience psychosis each
year in the US.1
3. It’s not forever.
Psychosis comes and goes in episodes. With the
right treatment at the outset of symptoms,
psychosis doesn’t have to become unmanageable
for most people.2
1
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Source: National Institute for Mental Health
World World Health Organization and International Early Psychosis Association

DISORGANIZED THINKING
•

It’s harder to think clearly, concentrate,
or stay organized

WITHDRAWING
•
•

Feeling disconnected from family
and friends
Loss of interest in everyday activities
or caring for yourself
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WHY EARLY IS BETTER
The early stages of psychosis are when treatment provides the best hope for a full recovery.
It is also a time when healthy functioning declines most dramatically. Getting help in the very
beginning can help slow, stop and even reverse this decline.

THE SMOOTH ROAD
Meaningful occupations:
study, work, hobby
Family engaged in treatment

Healthy relationships

Supportive social network
Continuous, specialized
treatment (usually 2 yrs)
Early detection

Gain understanding of condition

Early into treatment

Develop personal coping tools

If you think you or someone you know may be
experiencing psychosis,
someone you trust who can help locate help – ideally,
at a specialized early psychosis center.
Wherever you get help, the best kind is the kind that

“Early detection and treatment moved
mountains when it came to winning my battle with psychosis. It helped me return to
the path I was meant to take.” - Andrew, 22

With individualized treatment and attention to selfcare and stress management, symptoms can diminish
or disappear altogether, allowing for a return to the
life you want to lead.

FIND A SPECIALIZED EARLY
TREATMENT CENTER & LEARN MORE AT

partners4strongminds.org
The Behind Our Minds series is brought to you by P4SM's National Youth Leadership Board, a group of young leaders who are sharing
their stories of recovery from psychosis so that more young Americans get help when it matters most.

